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job details

Optimism is the faith that leads to success. Nothing can be accomplished unless there is

hope and confidence.

An amazing Primary School in Biggleswade is seeking to add a KS 2 Teacher to their staff

for the upcoming academic year. The school is looking for a dedicated and experienced

Teacher who can infuse the division with new knowledge, approaches and actually make

a difference to learning.

This role is available on a fixed, long term basis to start as soon as possible.

Learn about the School

This School has pioneered teaching that enables pupils to reach their full potential.

Integral to this, their aim is to develop every child's character, enabling them to gain an

extraordinary range of skills, to discover true self-confidence and appreciate a real sense

of belonging.

This is a caring institution with a growth attitude and a keen feeling of duty to everyone including

the latest technologies & equipment for learning, a medical centre, on-site parking and

many other facilities for their learners and staff.

The school's reputation for guidance and assistance is well-established, and it offers all

children a high level of structure and individualised growth.

...

If you are a qualified primary teacher seeking flexible and rewarding teaching

opportunities,
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If you are a dynamic and motivated individual ready to join a new team of experts,

If you have the skills and experience to assist children in accessing the KS2 curriculum,

And if you have the eligibility to work in the UK.. (this is essential)

Then this could be your next move towards an exciting Teaching Career, Apply Now!

The School is looking for an amazing teacher who is committed to the welfare, safety, and

achievement of every child; if you believe you have all of the above, I'm sure this will put

an end to your job hunt.

Randstad offers you these amazing Benefits:

Continuous career development opportunities

Your own dedicated and experienced consultant to guide you through the application

process

Support with application and CV

Free accredited training, both online and on-site

Weekly and competitive pay rates

Earn £300 in shopping vouchers by referring a friend and is subject to terms and conditions

You will be entitled to these Benefits while working at this School:

Lovely spacious building equipped with new technology

On site parking available/Local Public transport links

Walking distance from the local town centre

Salary + Fringe

Clean and spacious staff room with a ready supply of biscuits and cakes

An enthusiastic team who have an unwavering commitment to raising student progress

Flexible work lifestyle

Gaining further experience and knowledge



As a KS 2 Teacher you will be Responsible for:

Good organisational and verbal communication skills.

Ability to communicate with and encourage children with additional needs.

Dedicated interest in children's education and creating the best learning environment.

Positive outlook and attitude.

Knowledge of various teaching methods.

Adhering to the curriculum, including up to date changes in the structure.

Delivering pre-planned lessons

Using your own subject knowledge and teaching skills to bring set work to life

Managing the behaviour within the classroom

These are the core Requirements to get this job:

A degree qualification in teaching (PGCE) along with a QTS

Experienced with KS2 Teaching and children

An enhanced child DBS on the update service (or willingness to get one)

Eligibility to work in the UK Essential (sponsorship is not available with this role)

Strong knowledge of the UK curriculum

Relevant professional teaching references

Being passionate about teaching and learning

Tailoring your approach to the individual needs of children where necessary

Consider joining our team and making a difference in the lives of children through your

teaching expertise…Apply Now!
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experience

Teaching

skills

engaging,good behaviour management skills,good classroom management,good

communication skills,key stage 2 experience,knowledge of curriculum

qualifications

PGCE,QTS
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